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Unit Test Frameworks
2004-11-02

unit test frameworks are a key element of popular development methodologies such as extreme
programming xp and agile development but unit testing has moved far beyond extreme programming it
is now common in many different types of application development unit tests help ensure low level
code correctness reduce software development cycle time improve developer productivity and
produce more robust software until now there was little documentation available on unit testing
and most sources addressed specific frameworks and specific languages rather than explaining the
use of unit testing as a language independent standalone development methodology this invaluable
new book covers the theory and background of unit test frameworks offers step by step instruction
in basic unit test development provides useful code examples in both java and c and includes
details on some of the most commonly used frameworks today from the xunit family including junit
for java cppunit for c and nunit for net unit test frameworks includes clear concise and detailed
descriptions of the theory and design of unit test frameworks examples of unit tests and
frameworks different types of unit tests popular unit test frameworks and more it also includes
the complete source code for cppunit for c and nunit for net

Unit Testing in Java
2003-06-03

software testing is indispensable and is one of the most discussed topics in software development
today many companies address this issue by assigning a dedicated software testing phase towards
the end of their development cycle however quality cannot be tested into a buggy application
early and continuous unit testing has been shown to be crucial for high quality software and low
defect rates yet current books on testing ignore the developer s point of view and give little
guidance on how to bring the overwhelming amount of testing theory into practice unit testing in
java represents a practical introduction to unit testing for software developers it introduces
the basic test first approach and then discusses a large number of special issues and problem
cases the book instructs developers through each step and motivates them to explore further shows
how the discovery and avoidance of software errors is a demanding and creative activity in its
own right and can build confidence early in a project demonstrates how automated tests can detect
the unwanted effects of small changes in code within the entire system discusses how testing
works with persistency concurrency distribution and web applications includes a discussion of
testing with c and smalltalk

The Art of Unit Testing
2013-11-24

summary the art of unit testing second edition guides you step by step from writing your first
simple tests to developing robust test sets that are maintainable readable and trustworthy you ll
master the foundational ideas and quickly move to high value subjects like mocks stubs and
isolation including frameworks such as moq fakeiteasy and typemock isolator you ll explore test
patterns and organization working with legacy code and even untestable code along the way you ll
learn about integration testing and techniques and tools for testing databases and other
technologies about this book you know you should be unit testing so why aren t you doing it if
you re new to unit testing if you find unit testing tedious or if you re just not getting enough
payoff for the effort you put into it keep reading the art of unit testing second edition guides
you step by step from writing your first simple unit tests to building complete test sets that
are maintainable readable and trustworthy you ll move quickly to more complicated subjects like
mocks and stubs while learning to use isolation mocking frameworks like moq fakeiteasy and
typemock isolator you ll explore test patterns and organization refactor code applications and
learn how to test untestable code along the way you ll learn about integration testing and
techniques for testing with databases the examples in the book use c but will benefit anyone
using a statically typed language such as java or c purchase of the print book includes a free
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ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning publications what s inside create readable
maintainable trustworthy tests fakes stubs mock objects and isolation mocking frameworks simple
dependency injection techniques refactoring legacy code about the author roy osherove has been
coding for over 15 years and he consults and trains teams worldwide on the gentle art of unit
testing and test driven development his blog is at artofunittesting com table of contents part 1
getting started the basics of unit testing a first unit test part 2 core techniques using stubs
to break dependencies interaction testing using mock objects isolation mocking frameworks digging
deeper into isolation frameworks part 3 the test code test hierarchies and organization the
pillars of good unit tests part 4 design and process integrating unit testing into the
organization working with legacy code design and testability

Unit Testing Principles, Practices, and Patterns
2020-01-06

this book is an indispensable resource greg wright kainos software ltd radically improve your
testing practice and software quality with new testing styles good patterns and reliable
automation key features a practical and results driven approach to unit testing refine your
existing unit tests by implementing modern best practices learn the four pillars of a good unit
test safely automate your testing process to save time and money spot which tests need
refactoring and which need to be deleted entirely purchase of the print book includes a free
ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning publications about the book great testing
practices maximize your project quality and delivery speed by identifying bad code early in the
development process wrong tests will break your code multiply bugs and increase time and costs
you owe it to yourself and your projects to learn how to do excellent unit testing unit testing
principles patterns and practices teaches you to design and write tests that target key areas of
your code including the domain model in this clearly written guide you learn to develop
professional quality tests and test suites and integrate testing throughout the application life
cycle as you adopt a testing mindset you ll be amazed at how better tests cause you to write
better code what you will learn universal guidelines to assess any unit test testing to identify
and avoid anti patterns refactoring tests along with the production code using integration tests
to verify the whole system this book is written for for readers who know the basics of unit
testing examples are written in c and can easily be applied to any language about the author
vladimir khorikov is an author blogger and microsoft mvp he has mentored numerous teams on the
ins and outs of unit testing table of contents part 1 the bigger picture 1 the goal of unit
testing 2 what is a unit test 3 the anatomy of a unit test part 2 making your tests work for you
4 the four pillars of a good unit test 5 mocks and test fragility 6 styles of unit testing 7
refactoring toward valuable unit tests part 3 integration testing 8 why integration testing 9
mocking best practices 10 testing the database part 4 unit testing anti patterns 11 unit testing
anti patterns

Unit Test Frameworks (B/Cd)
2004

unit test frameworks are a key element of popular development methodologies such as extreme
programming xp and agile development but unit testing has moved far beyond extreme programming it
is now common in many different types of application development unit tests help ensure low level
code correctness reduce software development cycle time improve developer productivity and
produce more robust software

The Art of Unit Testing, Third Edition
2024-03-26

unit testing is more than just a collection of tools and practices it s a state of mind this
bestseller reveals the master s secrets for delivering robust maintainable and trustworthy code
thousands of developers have learned to hone their code quality under the tutelage of the art of
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unit testing this revised third edition updates an international bestseller to reflect modern
development tools and practices as well as to cover javascript inside the art of unit testing
third edition you will learn how to create readable maintainable and trustworthy tests work with
fakes stubs mock objects and isolation frameworks apply simple dependency injection techniques
refactor legacy code with confidence test both frontend and backend code effective unit tests
streamline your software development process and ensure you deliver consistent high quality code
every time with practical examples in javascript and node this hands on guide takes you from your
very first unit tests all the way to comprehensive test suites naming standards and refactoring
techniques you ll explore test patterns and organization working with legacy code and even
untestable code the many tool agnostic examples are presented in javascript and carefully
designed so that they apply to code written in any language purchase of the print book includes a
free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning publications about the technology the art
of unit testing is more than just learning the right collection of tools and practices it s about
understanding what makes great tests tick finding the right strategy for each unique situation
and knowing what to do when the testing process gets messy this book delivers insights and advice
that will transform the way you test your software about the book the art of unit testing third
edition shows you how to create readable and maintainable tests it goes well beyond basic test
creation into organization wide test strategies troubleshooting working with legacy code and
merciless refactoring you ll love the practical examples and familiar scenarios that make testing
come alive as you read this third edition has been updated with techniques specific to object
oriented functional and modular coding styles the examples use javascript what s inside deciding
on test types and strategies test entry exit points refactoring legacy code fakes stubs mock
objects and isolation frameworks object oriented functional and modular testing styles about the
reader examples use javascript typescript and node js about the author roy osherove is an
internationally recognized expert in unit testing and agile software methodology vladimir
khorikov is the author of manning s unit testing principles practices and patterns a pluralsight
author and a microsoft mvp table of contents part 1 1 the basics of unit testing 2 a first unit
test part 2 3 breaking dependencies with stubs 4 interaction testing using mock objects 5
isolation frameworks 6 unit testing asynchronous code part 3 7 trustworthy tests 8
maintainability part 4 9 readability 10 developing a testing strategy 11 integrating unit testing
into the organization 12 working with legacy code appendix monkey patching functions and modules

Practical Unit Testing with JUnit and Mockito
2019-11-25

this book explains in detail how to implement unit tests using two very popular open source java
technologies junit and mockito it presents a range of techniques necessary to write high quality
unit tests e g mocks parametrized tests and matchers it also discusses trade offs related to the
choices we have to make when dealing with some real life code issues the book stresses the
importance of writing readable and maintainable unit tests and puts a lot of stress on code
quality it shows how to achieve testable code and to eliminate common mistakes by following the
test driven development approach every topic discussed in the book is illustrated with code
examples and each chapter is accompanied by some exercises by reading this book you will grasp
the role and purpose of unit tests write high quality readable and maintainable unit tests learn
how to use junit and mockito but also other useful tools avoid common pitfalls when writing unit
tests recognize bad unit tests and fix them in no time develop code following the test driven
development tdd approach use mocks stubs and test spies intelligently measure the quality of your
tests using code coverage and mutation testing learn how to improve your tests code so it is an
asset and not a burden test collections expected exceptions time dependent methods and much more
customize test reports so that they show you what you really need to know master tools and
techniques your team members have never even heard of priceless nowadays every developer is
expected to write unit tests while simple in theory in practice writing high quality unit tests
can turn out to be a real challenge this book will help
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Effective Unit Testing
2013-02-03

summary effective unit testing is written to show how to write good tests tests that are concise
and to the point expressive useful and maintainable inspired by roy osherove s bestselling the
art of unit testing this book focuses on tools and practices specific to the java world it
introduces you to emerging techniques like behavior driven development and specification by
example and shows you how to add robust practices into your toolkit about testing test the
components before you assemble them into a full application and you ll get better software for
java developers there s now a decade of experience with well crafted tests that anticipate
problems identify known and unknown dependencies in the code and allow you to test components
both in isolation and in the context of a full application about this book effective unit testing
teaches java developers how to write unit tests that are concise expressive useful and
maintainable offering crisp explanations and easy to absorb examples it introduces emerging
techniques like behavior driven development and specification by example programmers who are
already unit testing will learn the current state of the art those who are new to the game will
learn practices that will serve them well for the rest of their career purchase of the print book
comes with an offer of a free pdf epub and kindle ebook from manning also available is all code
from the book about the author lasse koskela is a coach trainer consultant and programmer he
hacks on open source projects helps companies improve their productivity and speaks frequently at
conferences around the world lasse is the author of test driven also published by manning what s
inside a thorough introduction to unit testing choosing best of breed tools writing tests using
dynamic languages efficient test automation table of contents part 1 foundations the promise of
good tests in search of good test doubles part 2 catalog readability maintainability
trustworthiness part 3 diversions testable design writing tests in other jvm languages speeding
up test execution

Effective Software Testing
2002

with the advent of agile methodologies testing is becoming the responsibility of more and more
team members in this new book noted testing expert dustin imparts the best of her collected
wisdom she presents 50 specific tips for a better testing program these 50 tips are divided into
ten sections and presented so as to mirror the chronology of a software project

Testing Python
2014-07-03

fundamental testing methodologies applied to the popular python language testing python applying
unit testing tdd bdd and acceptance testing is the most comprehensive book available on testing
for one of the top software programming languages in the world python is a natural choice for new
and experienced developers and this hands on resource is a much needed guide to enterprise level
testing development methodologies the book will show you why unit testing and tdd can lead to
cleaner more flexible programs unit testing and test driven development tdd are increasingly must
have skills for software developers no matter what language they work in in enterprise settings
it s critical for developers to ensure they always have working code and that s what makes
testing methodologies so attractive this book will teach you the most widely used testing
strategies and will introduce to you to still others covering performance testing continuous
testing and more learn unit testing and tdd important development methodologies that lie at the
heart of agile development enhance your ability to work with python to develop powerful flexible
applications with clean code draw on the expertise of author david sale a leading uk developer
and tech commentator get ahead of the crowd by mastering the underappreciated world of python
testing knowledge of software testing in python could set you apart from python developers using
outmoded methodologies python is a natural fit for tdd and testing python is a must read text for
anyone who wants to develop expertise in python programming
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xUnit Test Patterns
2007-05-21

automated testing is a cornerstone of agile development an effective testing strategy will
deliver new functionality more aggressively accelerate user feedback and improve quality however
for many developers creating effective automated tests is a unique and unfamiliar challenge xunit
test patterns is the definitive guide to writing automated tests using xunit the most popular
unit testing framework in use today agile coach and test automation expert gerard meszaros
describes 68 proven patterns for making tests easier to write understand and maintain he then
shows you how to make them more robust and repeatable and far more cost effective loaded with
information this book feels like three books in one the first part is a detailed tutorial on test
automation that covers everything from test strategy to in depth test coding the second part a
catalog of 18 frequently encountered test smells provides trouble shooting guidelines to help you
determine the root cause of problems and the most applicable patterns the third part contains
detailed descriptions of each pattern including refactoring instructions illustrated by extensive
code samples in multiple programming languages

Java Unit Testing with JUnit 5
2017-11-10

explore the new way of building and maintaining test cases with java test driven development tdd
using junit 5 this book doesn t just talk about the new concepts it shows you ways of applying
them in tdd and java 8 to continuously deliver code that excels in all metrics unit testing and
test driven development have now become part of every developer s skill set for java developers
the most popular testing tool has been junit and junit 5 is built using the latest features of
java with java unit testing with junit 5 you ll master these new features including method
parameters extensions assertions and assumptions and dynamic tests you ll also see how to write
clean tests with less code this book is a departure from using older practices and presents new
ways of performing tests building assertions and injecting dependencies what you will learn write
tests the junit 5 way run your tests from within your ide integrate tests with your build and
static analysis tools migrate from junit 4 to junit 5 who this book is for java developers both
with and without any prior unit testing experience

Mastering Unit Testing Using Mockito and JUnit
2014-07-15

a practical and easy to follow yet comprehensive guide to learning advanced junit testing each
topic is explained and placed in context and for the more inquisitive there are more details of
the concepts used this book is for you if you are a developer with some experience in java
application development as well as a basic knowledge of junit testing but for those whose skill
set is void of any prior experience with junit testing the book also covers basic fundamentals to
get you acquainted with the concepts before putting them into practise

Googletest in Practice
2021-11-14

happy testing with googletest contents 1 understanding concepts of tests and unit tests 1 1 what
does test mean 1 2 what does unit test mean 1 3 what does xunit mean 2 building an environment 2
1 introduction 2 2 using googletest on ubuntu 2 3 using googletest on windows 3 using googletest
3 1 introduction 3 2 using assertions 3 3 using test fixtures 3 4 how to apply various test data
to test fixtures 4 using gmock 4 1 introduction 4 2 difficulties with first time use 4 3
implementation method according to the type of target function 5 specifying expectations through
expectations 5 1 introduction 5 2 expectation and clause 5 3 various actions 5 4 various matchers
6 understanding compilers and linkers for unit tests 6 1 introduction 6 2 translation unit 6 3
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storage class specifier 6 4 declaration and definition 6 5 linkage 6 6 odr 7 case study 7 1
introduction 7 2 ipc luna service api 1 7 3 c standard file i o 7 4 ipc luna service api 2 7 5
testing asynchronous operations

Python Unit Test Automation
2017-02-23

quickly learn how to automate unit testing of python 3 code with python 3 automation libraries
such as doctest unittest nose nose2 and pytest this book explores the important concepts in
software testing and their implementation in python 3 and shows you how to automate organize and
execute unit tests for this language this knowledge is often acquired by reading source code
manuals and posting questions on community forums which tends to be a slow and painful process
python unit test automation will allow you to quickly ramp up your understanding of unit test
libraries for python 3 through the practical use of code examples and exercises all of which
makes this book a great resource for software developers and testers who want to get started with
unit test automation in python 3 and compare the differences with python 2 this short work is
your must have quick start guide to mastering the essential concepts of software testing in
python what you ll learn essential concepts in software testing various test automation libraries
for python such as doctest unittest nose nose2 and pytest test driven development and best
practices for test automation in python code examples and exercises who this book is for python
developers software testers open source enthusiasts and contributors to the python community

Testing with JUnit
2015-08-27

master high quality software development driven by unit tests about this book design and
implement robust system components by means of the de facto unit testing standard in java reduce
defect rate and maintenance effort plus simultaneously increase code quality and development pace
follow a step by step tutorial imparting the essential techniques based on real world scenarios
and code walkthroughs who this book is for no matter what your specific background as a java
developer whether you re simply interested in building up a safety net to reduce regressions of
your desktop application or in improving your server side reliability based on robust and
reusable components unit testing is the way to go this book provides you with a comprehensive but
concise entrance advancing your knowledge step wise to a professional level what you will learn
organize your test infrastructure and resources reasonably understand and write well structured
tests decompose your requirements into small and independently testable units increase your
testing efficiency with on the fly generated stand in components and deal with the
particularities of exceptional flow employ runners to adjust to specific test demands use rules
to increase testing safety and reduce boilerplate use third party supplements to improve the
expressiveness of your verification statements in detail junit has matured to become the most
important tool when it comes to automated developer tests in java supported by all ides and build
systems it empowers programmers to deliver software features reliably and efficiently however
writing good unit tests is a skill that needs to be learned otherwise it s all too easy to end up
in gridlocked development due to messed up production and testing code acquiring the best
practices for unit testing will help you to prevent such problems and lead your projects to
success with respect to quality and costs this book explains junit concepts and best practices
applied to the test first approach a foundation for high quality java components delivered in
time and budget from the beginning you ll be guided continuously through a practically relevant
example and pick up background knowledge and development techniques step by step starting with
the basics of tests organization you ll soon comprehend the necessity of well structured tests
and delve into the relationship of requirement decomposition and the many faceted world of test
double usage in conjunction with third party tools you ll be trained in writing your tests
efficiently adapt your test case environment to particular demands and increase the
expressiveness of your verification statements finally you ll experience continuous integration
as the perfect complement to support short feedback cycles and quality related reports for your
whole team the tutorial gives a profound entry point in the essentials of unit testing with junit
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and prepares you for test related daily work challenges style and approach this is an
intelligible tutorial based on an ongoing and non trivial development example profound
introductions of concepts and techniques are provided stepwise as the programming challenges
evolve this allows you to reproduce and practice the individual skills thoroughly

JUnit in Action
2004

a guide to unit testing java applications including j2ee applications using the junit framework
and its extensions this book provides techniques for solving real world problems such as unit
testing legacy applications writing real tests for real objects automating tests testing in
isolation and unit testing j2ee and database applications using a sample driven approach various
unit testing strategies are covered such as how to unit test ejbs database applications jsps and
taglibs also addressed are testing strategies using freely available open source frameworks and
tools and how to unit test in isolation with mock objects testing j2ee applications by running
tests from inside the container for performing integration unit tests is discussed as is how to
automate unit testing in automated builds such as ant and maven for performing continuous
integration

Pro iOS Testing
2020-10-20

discover what tools there are for unit testing in ios and how to work in a test driven
environment this book reveals how testing is a crucial capability in any ios developer s toolset
and a minimum requirement in ios interviews a few years ago tests on mobile platforms were not
very popular it wasn t a technical constraint more a cultural one but these days it s a crucial
skill set especially when projects become big and hard to maintain this book shows you how to set
up a testing target in xcode unit tests you ll learn how to write unit tests properly and
incorporate concepts like spies and mocks and code coverage you ll also learn the philosophy
behind the architecture of ui tests and how to mock network and db layers in testing write
unbreakable ui tests performance tests as well and learn the difference between integration tests
and snapshot testing this book will show you how to maintain code that s not only bug free but
will also remain high quality over time and maintainable while you make changes and refactors
during an app s life testing in all its aspects is the best way of maintaining ios projects to
run fast and reliably long after you ve released them many ios developers working today lack an
understanding of the advantages of testing and might be unfamiliar with tools that make the job
easier such as xctest framework with pro ios testing you ll see how to develop and test apps that
work and stay working for a long time what you ll learn set up a stable testing system extend an
app s lifetime with testing before release incorporate testing into your everyday development
routine write unbreakable ui tests performance tests understand the difference between
integration tests and snapshot testing who this book is forprofessional ios developers with
extensive experience in the basics of building apps

Unit Testing for Newbies
2016-11-26

in computer programming unit testing is a software testing method by which individual units of
source code sets of one or more computer program modules together with associated control data
usage procedures and operating procedures are tested to determine whether they are fit for use
intuitively one can view a unit as the smallest testable part of an application in procedural
programming a unit could be an entire module but it is more commonly an individual function or
procedure in object oriented programming a unit is often an entire interface such as a class but
could be an individual method unit tests are short code fragments created by programmers or
occasionally by white box testers during the development process it forms the basis for component
testing ideally each test case is independent from the others substitutes such as method stubs
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mock objects fakes and test harnesses can be used to assist testing a module in isolation unit
tests are typically written and run by software developers to ensure that code meets its design
and behaves as intended this updated and expanded second edition of book provides a user friendly
introduction to the subject taking a clear structural framework it guides the reader through the
subject s core elements a flowing writing style combines with the use of illustrations and
diagrams throughout the text to ensure the reader understands even the most complex of concepts
this succinct and enlightening overview is a required reading for all those interested in the
subject we hope you find this book useful in shaping your future career business

Unit Testing Succinctly
2017-02-05

unit testing can be a valuable part of any development cycle but it can easily cause more
problems than it prevents if used incorrectly with unit testing succinctly by marc clifton you ll
learn what you need to know to leverage unit testing and minimize the number of bugs introduced
in development the book clearly defines what does and does not constitute units and tests
different approaches to implementing unit tests and even the far reaching effects that unit
testing can have on the architecture of your application

The Art of Unit Testing
2017

the art of unit testing second edition guides you step by step from writing your first simple
tests to developing robust test sets that are maintainable readable and trustworthy you ll master
the foundational ideas and quickly move to high value subjects like mocks stubs and isolation
including frameworks such as moq fakeiteasy and typemock isolator you ll explore test patterns
and organization working with legacy code and even untestable code along the way you ll learn
about integration testing and techniques and tools for testing databases and other technologies
resource description page

Pragmatic Unit Testing in Java 8 with JUnit
2015

the pragmatic programmers classic is back freshly updated for modern software development
pragmatic unit testing in java 8 with junit teaches you how to write and run easily maintained
unit tests in junit with confidence you ll learn mnemonics to help you know what tests to write
how to remember all the boundary conditions and what the qualities of a good test are you ll see
how unit tests can pay off by allowing you to keep your system code clean and you ll learn how to
handle the stuff that seems too tough to test pragmatic unit testing in java 8 with junit steps
you through all the important unit testing topics if you ve never written a unit test you ll see
screen shots from eclipse intellij idea and netbeans that will help you get past the hard part
getting set up and started once past the basics you ll learn why you want to write unit tests and
how to effectively use junit but the meaty part of the book is its collected unit testing wisdom
from people who ve been there done that on production systems for at least 15 years veteran
author and developer jeff langr building on the wisdom of pragmatic programmers andy hunt and
dave thomas you ll learn how to craft your unit tests to minimize your effort in maintaining them
how to use unit tests to help keep your system clean how to test the tough stuff memorable
mnemonics to help you remember what s important when writing unit tests how to help your team
reap and sustain the benefits of unit testing you won t just learn about unit testing in theory
you ll work through numerous code examples when it comes to programming hands on is the only way
to learn
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単体テストの考え方/使い方
2022-12-28

この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません 質の高いテス
トを行い ソフトウェアに価値をもたらそう 単体 unit テストの原則 実践とそのパターン プロジェクトの持続可能な成長を実現するための戦略について解説 優れたテストを実践すれば ソフトウェアの
品質改善とプロジェクトの成長に役立ちます 逆に間違ったテストを行えば コードを壊し バグを増やし 時間とコストだけが増えていきます 生産性とソフトウェアの品質を高めるため 優れた 単体テスト の
方法を学ぶことは 多くの開発者とソフトウェア プロジェクトのために必須といえるでしょう 本書 単体テストの考え方 使い方 では 単体テストと統合テストの定義を明確にします そして どのようなテス
トに価値があるのかを学び どのテストをリファクタリング もしくは削除するのか ということについて考え そのことがプロジェクトの成長にどう繋がるのかを見ていきます c のコード例で解説しますが ど
の言語にも適用できる内容です manning publishing unit testing principles practices and patterns の翻訳書 目次 第1部 単体
unit テストとは 第1章 なぜ 単体テストを行うのか 第2章 単体テストとは何か 第3章 単体テストの構造的解析 第2部 単体テストとその価値 第4章 良い単体テストを構成する4本の柱 第5
章 モックの利用とテストの壊れやすさ 第6章 単体テストの3つの手法 第7章 単体テストの価値を高めるリファクタリング 第3部 統合 integration テスト 第8章 なぜ 統合
integration テストを行うのか 第9章 モックのベスト プラクティス 第10章 データベースに対するテスト 第4部 単体テストのアンチ パターン 第11章 単体テストのアンチ パターン
vladimir khorikov ウラジーミル コリコフ ソフトウェア エンジニア microsoft mvp受賞者 単体テストに関するブログの執筆や講座を受け持ったりしている 須田智之 フリー
ランスエンジニア it分野の記事や書籍も執筆している 執筆した書籍に rxjavaリアクティブプログラミング 翻訳書に セキュア バイ デザイン がある

達人プログラマー 熟達に向けたあなたの旅（第2版）
2020-11-20

より良いプログラマになるための実践的アプローチ 本書は david thomas and andrew hunt the pragmatic programmer 20th
anniversary edition addison wesley 2019 の日本語版です 本書は より効率的 そしてより生産的なプログラマーになりたいと願うソフトウェア開発者に向けて アジャ
イルソフトウェア開発手法の先駆者として知られる二人により執筆されました 経験を積み 生産性を高め ソフトウェア開発の全体をより良く理解するための 実践的なアプローチが解説されています 先見性と普
遍性に富んだ本書は 入門者には手引きとなり ベテランでも読み直すたびに得るものがある 座右の一冊です 原著サポートページ pragprog com titles tpp20 the
pragmatic programmer 20th anniversary edition このような方におすすめ プログラマ ソフトウェア開発者 入門者 ベテランを問わず ものづくりにかかわっ
ている人 主要目次 第1章 達人の哲学 第2章 達人のアプローチ 第3章 基本的なツール 第4章 妄想の達人 第5章 柳に雪折れ無し 第6章 並行性 第7章 コーディング段階 第8章 プロジェク
トを始める前に 第9章 達人のプロジェクト

Working Effectively with Unit Tests
2014-12-09

this book details jay fields strong opinions on the best way to test while acknowledging
alternative styles and various contexts in which tests are written whether you prefer jay fields
style or not this book will help you write better unit tests from the preface over a dozen years
ago i read refactoring for the first time it immediately became my bible while refactoring isn t
about testing it explicitly states if you want to refactor the essential precondition is having
solid tests at that time if refactoring deemed it necessary i unquestionably complied that was
the beginning of my quest to create productive unit tests throughout the 12 years that followed
reading refactoring i made many mistakes learned countless lessons and developed a set of
guidelines that i believe make unit testing a productive use of programmer time this book
provides a single place to examine those mistakes pass on the lessons learned and provide
direction for those that want to test in a way that i ve found to be the most productive the book
does touch on some theory and definition but the main purpose is to show you how to take tests
that are causing you pain and turn them into tests that you re happy to work with

Java Testing and Design
2004

cohen presents the architectural choices required to build robust enabled applications in java
and the proper steps to optimize a system his book explores j2ee and net interoperability issues
as real world case studies show practical techniques to make software projects reliable scalable
and secure
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JUnit Pocket Guide
2004-09-23

junit created by kent beck and erich gamma is an open source framework for test driven
development in any java based code junit automates unit testing and reduces the effort required
to frequently test code while developing it while there are lots of bits of documentation all
over the place there isn t a go to manual that serves as a quick reference for junit this pocket
guide meets the need bringing together all the bits of hard to remember information syntax and
rules for working with junit as well as delivering the insight and sage advice that can only come
from a technology s creator any programmer who has written or is writing java code will find this
book valuable specifically it will appeal to programmers and developers of any level that use
junit to do their unit testing in test driven development under agile methodologies such as
extreme programming xp another beck creation

Automated Unit Testing with ABAP
2021-04-09

write automated unit tests for the abap language this book teaches programmers using simple
examples and metaphors and explains the underlying concepts of writing effective automated unit
tests many if not most abap programmers learned their programming and testing skills before the
abap development environment provided an automated unit testing facility automated unit testing
with abap a practical approach offers hope and salvation to abap programmers who continue to toil
with antiquated manual unit testing processes taking them by the hand and lifting them out of
that dungeon of despair with a modern and proven alternative it begins by explaining how the
xunit family of automated testing frameworks provides a quick and effective means of insuring
high quality software it then focuses on the abap unit testing facility the xunit framework
applicable specifically to the abap language showing how it can be used to bring abap
applications under automated testing control from old legacy applications to those newly written
whereas xunit testing has been widely accepted with developers writing in many other programming
languages it is an unfortunate fact in the abap community that many programmers still are
unfamiliar with xunit concepts and do not know how to begin implementing automated unit testing
into their development process this book demonstrates how to refactor programs so they become
designed for testability showing how to use process encapsulation and test isolation to
facilitate automated testing including a thorough explanation of test driven development and the
use of test doubles the book shows how to write automated unit tests for abap instills abap
programmers with the confidence to refactor poorly written code explains how an automated testing
harness facilitates rapid software development teaches how to utilize test driven development tdd
with abap offers advice and tips on the best ways to write automated unit tests what you will
learn become familiar with the xunit approach to testing know the abap statements that interfere
with running automated unit tests and how to accommodate them understand what it means to isolate
code for testing and how this is achieved gain the confidence to refactor poorly written code
make abap programs designed for testability reap the benefits of spending less time manually unit
testing abap programs use test driven development tdd with abap programming use configurable test
doubles in abap who this book is for abap programmers who remain unfamiliar with the automated
unit testing facility and those who already use it but want to improve their skill writing and
using automated tests the book addresses the reluctance and trepidation felt by procedural abap
programmers who need to know some object oriented concepts to use this facility expands their
horizons and helps them step through the doorway leading to a different approach to program
design

Test-Driven iOS Development
2012-04-12

as ios apps become increasingly complex and business critical ios developers must ensure
consistently superior code quality this means adopting best practices for creating and testing
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ios apps test driven development tdd is one of the most powerful of these best practices test
driven ios development is the first book 100 focused on helping you successfully implement tdd
and unit testing in an ios environment long time ios mac developer graham lee helps you rapidly
integrate tdd into your existing processes using apple s xcode 4 and the ocunit unit testing
framework he guides you through constructing an entire objective c ios app in a test driven
manner from initial specification to functional product lee also introduces powerful patterns for
applying tdd in ios development and previews powerful automated testing capabilities that will
soon arrive on the ios platform coverage includes understanding the purpose benefits and costs of
unit testing in ios environments mastering the principles of tdd and applying them in areas from
app design to refactoring writing usable readable and repeatable ios unit tests using ocunit to
set up your xcode project for tdd using domain analysis to identify the classes and interactions
your app needs and designing it accordingly considering third party tools for ios unit testing
building networking code in a test driven manner automating testing of view controller code that
interacts with users designing to interfaces not implementations testing concurrent code that
typically runs in the background applying tdd to existing apps preparing for behavior driven
development bdd the only ios specific guide to tdd and unit testing test driven ios development
covers both essential concepts and practical implementation

Developer Testing
2016-09-07

how do successful agile teams deliver bug free maintainable software iteration after iteration
the answer is by seamlessly combining development and testing on such teams the developers write
testable code that enables them to verify it using various types of automated tests this approach
keeps regressions at bay and prevents testing crunches which otherwise may occur near the end of
an iteration from ever happening writing testable code however is often difficult because it
requires knowledge and skills that cut across multiple disciplines in developer testing leading
test expert and mentor alexander tarlinder presents concise focused guidance for making new and
legacy code far more testable tarlinder helps you answer questions like when have i tested this
enough how many tests do i need to write what should my tests verify you ll learn how to design
for testability and utilize techniques like refactoring dependency breaking unit testing data
driven testing and test driven development to achieve the highest possible confidence in your
software through practical examples in java c groovy and ruby you ll discover what works and what
doesn t you can quickly begin using tarlinder s technology agnostic insights with most languages
and toolsets while not getting buried in specialist details the author helps you adapt your
current programming style for testability make a testing mindset second nature improve your code
and enrich your day to day experience as a software professional with this guide you will
understand the discipline and vocabulary of testing from the developer s standpoint base
developer tests on well established testing techniques and best practices recognize code
constructs that impact testability effectively name organize and execute unit tests master the
essentials of classic and mockist style tdd leverage test doubles with or without mocking
frameworks capture the benefits of programming by contract even without runtime support for
contracts take control of dependencies between classes components layers and tiers handle
combinatorial explosions of test cases or scenarios requiring many similar tests manage code
duplication when it can t be eliminated actively maintain and improve your test suites perform
more advanced tests at the integration system and end to end levels develop an understanding for
how the organizational context influences quality assurance establish well balanced and effective
testing strategies suitable for agile teams

Starting to Unit Test
2014-05-23

unit testing you ve heard the term probably a lot you know you should probably figure out how it
works since everyone s always talking about it and a lot of companies require developers to know
it but you don t really know it and you re worried that you ll look uninformed if you cop to not
knowing it well relax this book assumes you have absolutely no idea how it works and walks you
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through the practice from the very beginning you ll learn the basics but more importantly you ll
learn the business value the path to walk not to get frustrated what s testable and what isn t
and and everything else that a practical unit testing newbie could possibly want to know

Pragmatic Unit Testing in C# with NUnit
2004

learn how to improve your c coding skills using unit testing despite it s name unit testing is
really a coding technique not a testing technique unit testing is done by programmers for
programmers it s primarily for our benefit we get improved confidence in our code better ability
to make deadlines less time spent in the debugger and less time beating on the code to make it
work correctly this book shows how to write tests but more importantly it goes where other books
fear to tread and gives you concrete advice and examples of what to test the common things that
go wrong in all of our programs discover the tricky hiding places where bugs breed and how to
catch them using the freely available nunit framework it s easy to learn how to think of all the
things in your code that are likely to break we ll show you how with helpful mnemonics summarized
in a handy tip sheet also available from our pragmaticprogrammer com website with this book you
will write better code and take less time to write it discover the tricky places where bugs breed
learn how to think of all the things that could go wrong test individual pieces of code without
having to include the whole project test effectively with the whole team we ll also cover how to
use mock objects for testing how to write high quality test code and how to use unit testing to
improve your design skills we ll show you frequent gotchas along with the fixes to save you time
when problems come up but the best part is that you don t need a sweeping mandate to change your
whole team or your whole company you don t need to adopt extreme programming or test driven
development orchange your development process in order to reap the proven benefits of unit
testing you can start unit testing the pragmatic way right away

Writing Maintainable Unit Tests: Mastering the Art of Loosely
Coupled Unit Tests
2021-02-17

this book is for experienced software developers who want to improve upon their existing skills
in writing unit tests you will learn how to build loosely coupled highly maintainable and robust
unit tests that are trustworthy and improve the overall code quality of your software
applications the content of this book is based on 15 years of experience with test driven
development although the examples in this book are written in c the principles and guidance are
broadly applicable to other platforms and programming environments as well java python javascript
etc you will be able to universally apply this knowledge throughout the rest of your career

Unit Testing for Techies
2017-04-23

in computer programming unit testing is a software testing method by which individual units of
source code sets of one or more computer program modules together with associated control data
usage procedures and operating procedures are tested to determine whether they are fit for use
intuitively one can view a unit as the smallest testable part of an application in procedural
programming a unit could be an entire module but it is more commonly an individual function or
procedure in object oriented programming a unit is often an entire interface such as a class but
could be an individual method unit tests are short code fragments created by programmers or
occasionally by white box testers during the development process it forms the basis for component
testing ideally each test case is independent from the others substitutes such as method stubs
mock objects fakes and test harnesses can be used to assist testing a module in isolation unit
tests are typically written and run by software developers to ensure that code meets its design
and behaves as intended this updated and expanded second edition of book provides a user friendly
introduction to the subject taking a clear structural framework it guides the reader through the
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subject s core elements a flowing writing style combines with the use of illustrations and
diagrams throughout the text to ensure the reader understands even the most complex of concepts
this succinct and enlightening overview is a required reading for all those interested in the
subject we hope you find this book useful in shaping your future career business

Learn CakePHP
2016-08-22

accelerate your development of php applications using the popular cakephp web application
development framework and unit testing this short book shows you how to carry out test driven
development with fixtures model tests controller tests mocks and test suites learn cakephp
contains all you need to get started with the cakephp framework to build faster better php based
web applications you ll learn about unit testing and how to implement it in cakephp this approach
to coding leads to better code better applications and better programming habits with this
knowledge your php skills will go from strength to strength allowing you to write more and
improved code what you ll learn what is unit testing and cakephp and how to put the two together
what is clean coding what is tdd and the development cycle using this approach how to work with
fixtures model tests text callbacks controller tests and more how to do mocks test suites testing
from the command line and more how to work with code coverage fixtures data and private methods
who this book is for this book is for experienced php programmers and web developers who have
little or no experience using cakephp and or unit testing

Design Driven Testing
2011-01-11

the groundbreaking book design driven testing brings sanity back to the software development
process by flipping around the concept of test driven development tdd restoring the concept of
using testing to verify a design instead of pretending that unit tests are a replacement for
design anyone who feels that tdd is too damn difficult will appreciate this book design driven
testing shows that by combining a forward thinking development process with cutting edge
automation testing can be a finely targeted business driven rewarding effort in other words you
ll learn how to test smarter not harder applies a feedback driven approach to each stage of the
project lifecycle illustrates a lightweight and effective approach using a core subset of uml
follows a real life example project using java and flex actionscript presents bonus chapters for
advanced ddters covering unit test antipatterns and their opposite test conscious design patterns
and showing how to create your own test transformation templates in enterprise architect

JUnit in Action
2020-11-16

junit in action third edition has been completely rewritten for this release the book is full of
examples that demonstrate junit s modern features including its new architecture nested tagged
and dynamic tests and dependency injection summary junit is the gold standard for unit testing
java applications filled with powerful new features designed to automate software testing junit 5
boosts your productivity and helps avoid debugging nightmares whether you re just starting with
junit or you want to ramp up on the new features junit in action third edition has you covered
extensively revised with new code and new chapters junit in action third edition is an up to date
guide to smooth software testing dozens of hands on examples illustrate junit 5 s innovations for
dependency injection nested testing parameterized tests and more throughout you ll learn how to
use junit 5 to automate your testing for a process that consumes less resources and gives you
more time for developing purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub
formats from manning publications about the technology the junit framework is the gold standard
for unit testing java applications and knowing it is an essential skill for java developers the
latest version junit 5 is a total overhaul now supporting modern java features like lambdas and
streams about the book junit in action third edition has been completely rewritten for this
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release the book is full of examples that demonstrate junit s modern features including its new
architecture nested tagged and dynamic tests and dependency injection you ll benefit from author
catalin tudose s unique pyramid testing strategy which breaks the testing process into layers and
sets you on the path to bug free code creation what s inside migrating from junit 4 to 5
effective test automation test driven development and behavior driven development using mocks for
test isolation connecting junit 5 with maven or gradle about the reader for intermediate java
developers about the author catalin tudose has a ph d in computer science and over 15 years of
experience as a senior java developer and technical team lead previous editions were authored by
petar tahchiev felipe leme gary gregory and vincent massol table of contents part 1 junit 1 junit
jump start 2 exploring core junit 3 junit architecture 4 migrating from junit 4 to junit 5 5
software testing principles part 2 different testing strategies 6 test quality 7 coarse grained
testing with stubs 8 testing with mock objects 9 in container testing part 3 working with junit 5
and other tools 10 runing junit tests from maven 3 11 running junit tests from gradle 6 12 junit
5 ide support 13 coninuous integration with junit 5 part 4 working with modern frameworks and
junit 5 14 junit 5 extension model 15 presentation layer testing 16 testing spring applications
17 testing spring boot applications 18 testing a rest api 19 testing database applications part 5
developing applications with junit 5 20 test driven development with junit 5 21 behavior driven
development in junit 5 22 implementing a test pyramid strategy with junit 5

JavaScript Unit Testing
2012-11-17

a practical example driven guide to using automating and integrating javascript unit tests for
the busy and conscientious javascript developer striving for excellence and success javascript
unit testing is a must have guide for every web developer designer architect and javascript coder
seeking to ensure the highest quality of their web applications and js code knowledge of
javascript is assumed

Testable JavaScript
2013-02-15

that s right javascript code is testable despite the lack of unit test standards for this
language with this book you ll discover how to devise excellent tests and real world testing
plans for your existing javascript code developers starting out on a new project will greatly
benefit from these guidelines testing a language that runs within many different implementations
and environments is inherently difficult and since most javascript environments are ui based
automated testing becomes even more difficult this guide shows developers and their managers how
to overcome these problems to test javascript code efficiently topics include which types of
javascript testing are most effective when and why should you run tests on javascript code code
patterns and anti patterns that promote and inhibit javascript testing integrating unit tests
with your development and build environments automated test running and reporting code coverage
how to get it interpret it and automatically generate it

Test-Driven JavaScript Development
2010-09-09

for javascript developers working on increasingly large and complex projects effective automated
testing is crucial to success test driven javascript development is a complete best practice
guide to agile javascript testing and quality assurance with the test driven development tdd
methodology leading agile javascript developer christian johansen covers all aspects of applying
state of the art automated testing in javascript environments walking readers through the entire
development lifecycle from project launch to application deployment and beyond using real life
examples driven by unit tests johansen shows how to use tdd to gain greater confidence in your
code base so you can fearlessly refactor and build more robust maintainable and reliable
javascript code at lower cost throughout he addresses crucial issues ranging from code design to
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performance optimization offering realistic solutions for developers qa specialists and testers
coverage includes understanding automated testing and tdd building effective automated testing
workflows testing code for both browsers and servers using node js using tdd to build cleaner
apis better modularized code and more robust software writing testable code using test stubs and
mocks to test units in isolation continuously improving code through refactoring walking through
the construction and automated testing of fully functional software the accompanying site tddjs
com contains all of the book s code listings and additional resources
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